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TIRE SPECIALS EVERY MONTH

RELINE FRONT & REAR BRAKES — $59.00
INCLUDING PARIS AND LABOUR TOR MOST CARS 

DOES NOT INCLUDE TURN DRUMS & ROTORS OR OVERHAUL 

CALIPERS AND WHEElCYLINDERS

TUNE-UP SPECIAL:
4 Cylinder $25.00 b Cylmdt-r

(Plus Parts
$30 00 — B Cylinder $40.00

10% DISCOUNT ON PARTS WITH YORK I D.
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VW MERCEDES BENZ - PEUGOT VOLVO - 
GAS & DIESEL & FUEL INJECTION

BMW SAAB
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We assure you personal and prorrpt
or "'Purr needs ot your automobile

I REE ESI

It's a real party. Feast on 
«er—bread,soup, 

shish kabob, 
spareribs, 

l crabclaws, 
| _ chicken, 
onion rings, 
mushrooms, 

corn on the cob, 
potatoes, fruit and nuts, 

’ eat with your fingers 
and be entertained 

by magicians,clowns 
and minstrels.

LORD STANLEY S FEAST
26 LOMBARD ST. RESERVATIONS 363 8561
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Hi, I’m most people’s 
impression of Judiasm.

YOU’VE GROWN UP, ISN’T IT ABOUT 
TIME YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF 
JUDIASM GREW UP?

The Jewish Challenge Seminar

A. ) Basic Judiasm. Every Thursday starting Oct. 
15 at 12:15 in Ross S129
B. ) The 48 Ways: A Jewish Model to Self- 
Actualization. Every Monday, starting Oct. 19 at 
4:00 in the J.S.F. office. (C140B)

Solidarity linked with dissidents
because of Its connection with 
the dissidents."

In the late seventies, some 
Charter 77 signatories had. In 
fact, met with representatives of 
Poland's KOR movement, 

while writers from around the However, a third meeting or the 
world congregated in Toronto for Pollsh-Czechoslovaklan border 
The Writer and Human Rights was brutally stopped, 
conference, the Czechoslovakian 
government was preparing, 
according to a leading Czech
dissident, a massive show trial mastery of classical philosophy 
in Prague. and his unofficial lectures on the

Although she does not know subject. Any attempt to co-
the exact date of the trial, Zdena ordinate the human rights
Tomlnova states that it will 
involve eight of seventeen people 
arrested in May of this year. The 
eight have been charged with 
subversion against the Republic.
Tomlnova was an important 
member of the Charter 77 
movement, and as such, was 
once attacked by a masked man.

Michael Monastyrskyj
Unfortunately, governments 

I that violate human rights do not 
make accomodations in their 
schedules for human rights 
congresses. Thus, last week.

stature. Tomln contlned: "they 
pretended that Sabata, who Is a 
very small man, assaulted a 
policeman.

■
Tomlnova believes that the 

current wave of repression has 
come in three parts: "the first 
was the arrest of Rudolph 
Battekt. In 1981 he was sentenced 
to seven and a half years (the 
harshest sentence we've had in 
decades). The second is the open 
police brutality. There have been 
beatings (and even torture) 
during interrogations."

i

Tomlnova Is married to Julius 
Tomln, who Is well-known for hls

The conference should not beJudged solely on Its practical N 
outcome but by the fact that people from different 
backgrounds came together"

"The trial comes from what I movement In the two countries The arrests In May of this year 
call a Polish panic In the regime." was viewed by the regime as the form the final part. "This is a very
Tomlnova says. “The majority on primary danger," he says. "They threatening sign," says
trial are either writers or people have made It sufficently clear Tomlnova. “I would like people
who have been trying to keep that such meetings won't be In Canada and the world to know
Samizdat the underground tolerated." about it "

;°)vln| SK. K In 1979, Jaroslav Sabata went
-tL Solidarity- she to a Czechoslovakian border 

““1 u movelmentl_18 town to take part in a Charterist- 
belng carried by the workers but KOR meeting. He was arrested 
is associated with the dissident and according to Tomln, "they

beat him terribly." Using his 
hand ti indicate Sabata's short

“I am deeply thankful I was here 
and feel such things are terribly 
Important. The conference 
should not be Judged solely on Its 
practical outcome but by the fact 
that people from different 
backgrounds came together.”

movement...they know the 
working class Is stronger

....------------------
Human rights pinpointed Mongo Beti

cont'd from page 10
works or are forced to conform to expressed its opinion that the 
anonymous, innocuous style greatest threat to human rights 
and content In order to survive. Is the suppression of the right to
In the Third World. Illiteracy is criticize and openly express new 
often deliberately perpetuated as ideas about the reform of 
the surest guarantee of iniquitous economic and 
censorship. Here, It is apathy political systems. Without 
and ignorance which protect the freedom of expression, no matter
status quo. As one poet said: how that freedom is denied,

"In this country, I speak governments will suppress other 
without fear, for nobody will ever rights and be able to get away
hear." with it It Is the duty, therefore, of

This Is the concept of writers to resist complacency, to 
repressive tolerance. It means resist the temptation to Join the 
that dissidence is officially establishment and to fight 
tolerated because It can be so against the degradation of 
successfully drowned out by the longing to be loved. Writers, in 
disinterest or antipathy to the words of American writer 
thought of the vast, contented Richard Howard, must not be 
majority. It also allows the afraid to make themselves hated, 
government to refrain from Only by remaining contentious 
suppressing extreme views and critical can they make the 
which tend to counterbalance or public conscious of the problems 
pre-occupy serious exponents of which threaten human welfare 
social and political reform. So it and dignity everywhere in the 
is that we see bigots flourishing world. The writers at this 
in the letter pages of the Sun and congress at least were 
Star and the Moral Majority, unanimous in committing 
Nazis and KKK themselves to that struggle

In concluding, the congress

cont'd from page 10 
demonstration of tradition? But 
then why did Senghor marry a 
white woman after he wrote so 
much praise for the Black 
woman in his famous poem? 
There are these inconsistencies 
with Négritude you see..."Look," 
he said, passionately waving hls 
hands, "I am Black objectively, 
that Is part of my being. 
Nçgritude is a false philosophy. It 
in no way defines me and I am In 
no way In agreement with 
Senghor. In fact, I totally 
disassociate myself from him."

“The African writer," he 
concluded, “is of necessity 
engaged, dangerous, subversive, 
but not everyone is committed to 
the cause of the masses. It Is a 
choice you make."

Exiled from hls country since 
1959, Mongo Betl seems 
comfortable with hls situation of 
ambiguity and the attendant 
agony. France, it seems, remains 
the geographical home'.
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